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Tracking Ca2+ Oscillations and Motility

Abstract:

Calcium signaling, governed by fluctuations in cytosolic calcium (Ca2+) concentrations, is utilized universally and
regulates many cellular processes. For a successful lytic cycle, Toxoplasma gondii must traverse biological barriers and
invade host cells; and as such, motility is critical for virulence. When a T. gondii tachyzoite exits from its host cell, it is
exposed to an enormous Ca2+ concentration gradient (~20,000-fold) (100nM in the host cytosol, vs. ~1.8mM in the
extracellular space). Previous studies demonstrated that Ca2+ signals are decoded to modulate invasion, egress, and
gliding motility, but the exact mechanism(s) involved are unknown. Within a host cell parasites are stationary and nonmotile, and Ca2+ levels appear stable. Activation via an unknown agonist induces a Ca2+ signaling pathway, resulting in
Ca2+ oscillations that stimulate motility and egress. We constructed parasites expressing the Genetically Encoded
Calcium Indicator, GCAMP6f, which allowed us to study Ca2+ dynamics in real time. We found a direct correlation
between Ca2+ peak intensity with both distance and duration traveled by motile parasites. Ca2+ influx played an
important role in enhancing these features and also in altering the motility pattern (drifting to gliding). To investigate the
mechanism and the threshold of Ca2+ required for the stimulation of motility we developed an algorithm to track
parasites and quantify Ca2+ signals simultaneously. We studied the role of Ca2+ entry vs. Ca2+ release from intracellular
stores with respect to motility. Our project seeks to address the direct relationship between cytosolic Ca2+ oscillations
and motility and its impact in each step of its lytic cycle.
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A) Calcium Oscillations vs. Time vs. Speed. GCaMP6 expressing tachzyoites were tracked using the Imaris Tracking
Module. B) Scheme for Custom Motility Tracking. C) Representative images of motility types using new tracking
Figure 1 A) When parasites are inside the host cell they are non-motile and upon stimulation of egress by an unknown module. C) Helical Ca2+ Oscillations Fluorescence Tracings D) Helical Velocity Tracks E) Circular Fluorescence Ca2+
signal and possibly driven by depolarization of ΔΨ, extracellular Ca2+ enters, cytoplasmic Ca2+ oscillates activating the Oscillations F) Circular Motility Velocity Tracks G) Twirling Ca2+ Oscillations Tracings H) Twirling Ca2+ Velocity Tracks
glideosome; leading to stimulation of motility and egress. Image adapted from Borges et al, 2015. B) Increases in
cytosolic Ca2+ activate the glideosome. Ca2+ influx occurs through plasma membrane Ca2+ channels as well as release
2+
2+
from IS. CDPK’s activated by increased cytosolic Ca stimulate the glideosome and induce motility. Modified from
Moreno and Lourido, 2015
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Figure 2 A) Strategy for
Tracking Parasite Motility.
GCaMP6f-tachyzoites
were
resuspended in Ringer Buffer
without
Ca2+.
After
establishment of a baseline, 2
mM Ca2+ is added and parasite
motility tracked using an
algorithm.
GCaMP6fexpressing parasite show
stimulation of motility after
addition of 2 mM Ca2+ (B) or 2
µM Thapsigarin and 2 mM Ca2+
(C). Preceding Ca2+ addition
parasites drift and oscillate
randomly and after addition of
Ca2+ fluorescence increases,
parasites halt, attach, and start
gliding. D-E) Relationship
between
average
peak
fluorescence
and
distance=0.7145 and duration
of motility. Each dot indicates a
single parasite analyzed from at
least 4 different videos.
Adapted from Borges- et al.
2015.
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Figure 5. A) Alterations in [H+] or Cl- depolarize the plasma
membrane; activating a voltage gated Ca2+ channel leading to
extracellular Ca2+ influx. B) Intracellular pH at various extracellular
pHs. pHi was calculated using BCECF-AM loaded tachyzoites. C)
pH and Membrane Potential. Membrane Potential was measured
using Bisoxonol in acidic (pH 6) and alkaline (pH 8) conditions and
compared to neutral (pH 7.5) conditions. The average fluorescence
of a baseline of 100 seconds per each pH condition was normalized
to the response measured at pH 7.5. Bisoxonol fluorescence
increase indicated depolarization of the membrane. Results shown
are the average of three independent trials. D) Effect of pH on Ca2+Entry and Motility. Cells were incubated at pH 7.3, 5,
and 8. Ca2+ was added to the media and the response recorded. pH5 conditions correlates with lower Ca2+ influx while
pH8 correlates to increased Ca2+ influx. Bar: 5µM.
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Figure 6. A) The first eleven amino acids of the Intramembranous Particle 1 (IMP1, TGGT1_293470) was fused to
GCaMP6 to generate IMP-GCaMP6. Cells were imaged for Ca2+ entry. B), 6 x 106 cells of IMP-GCaMP6 cells were
loaded in each well of a 96-well plate. IO = Ionomycin, TG = Thapsigargin and ZP = Zaprinas were added to stimulate
Ca2+ Influx and ΔFluorescence (before and after addition of agonist) was recorded. C) IMP-GCaMP6 expressing cells
were fixed and taken for Immunofluorescence. SAG1 (Red Channel). GCaMP6 (α-HA antibody) (Green Channel)
appears to localize under the SAG labeling and is surrounded by the Inner Membrane Complex (Blue Channel).
Descending slices of the Z-stack are given in the left of the panel for reference. Scale bar 1 µm.

Conclusions
• Extracellular Ca2+ influx is linked to enhanced
gliding motility
• Changes in extracellular pH alter basal membrane
potential and affect Ca2+ Entry

Figure 3, A) Threshold for Egress. HeLa expressing LARGECO1.2 infected with GCaMP6f-tachyzoites. Response to 1
µM ionomycin (Top) and 10 µM Thapsigargin (Bottom). B,C) tracings of individual PVs (Green) and surrounding
mitochondria (Red). D) Quantification for Threshold for Egress. E) Still frames from videos of HeLa cells infected with
GCaMP6f-parasites in Ringer Buffer with 2 mM Ca2+ (Top) and 1 mM BAPTA (Bottom). 100 µM zaprinast was added after
1 min post recording. F,G) Fluorescence tracings of egressing tachyzoites stimulated with zaprinast with and without
Ca2+. H) Quantification of Ca2+ peaks during egress. I) Time of Egress with and without Ca2+ after addition of zaprinast.

• A threshold of two Ca2+ peaks precedes the switch
from non-motile to motile parasites
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